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mechanics: students should have an understanding of many of the basic principles of mechanics:
newton's third law, conservation of energy, a deceptively simple formula called hooke's law, friction,
and newton's laws of motion for the electromagnetic. they should be familiar with thermodynamics

and understand how heat and motion can be converted into each other via work. technology:
students should have an understanding of many of the basics of the internet, including storage and
retrieval, network information structures, data compression and querying, hypertext, hypermedia,
and information management and retrieval. they should understand that the internet is becoming

more than a repository of information, that internet data and media has become a massively useful
tool for civil society activism. they should also understand how the internet fits into the larger

technology and information ecosystem, as well as the history and future of information technology.
technology for humanity and the natural environment: students should have a firm understanding of

many principles of human community, humanity, and the natural environment. they should
understand the importance of the users of technology, as well as the ecosystem in which technology
develops, and the needs and challenges of natural systems. note: students should be allowed to do

projects based on personal interest, or based on existing knowledge they have gained from an
earlier course. at the end of the first term, however, a list of suggested projects will be released for

the students to choose from.
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its a shame because i am learning
electronics using arduino and i

learn faster using videos, but i am
glad that now you explained me
how to resolve the problem in a

video. thanks for the reply. a
standalone microcontroller like the

arduino uno takes time to learn
because it has a few peripherals

like serial port, spi, i2c, 6-bit port,
10-bit port and timer/pwm. they
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cannot be used in any other board
so we have to learn all of them

first. whereas the arduino yún is
built in so all those peripherals are

built in and we can use them
anywhere on a board. you can also
make arduino uno by yourself if you

have some arduino ide and other
components. you just need to buy

arduino uno, arduino and some
components like lcd and you will be

ready to make your own arduino
uno. now that you know how to

connect arduino uno, you can learn
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how to use serial port. you can use
serial port to set serial monitor and

read data from any device on a
serial port. serial monitor is very

useful to you to watch the
information from your components,

such as the temperature and
voltage of your battery because

you can monitor and control your
arduino from outside of your

arduino hardware. i’ve got another
idea. i’m a beginner in arduino, so

i’m not sure if this idea is feasible. i
have some data from a sensor
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connected to a serial port and have
a personal server. can i control

arduino from my personal server?
in this article, you’ll learn how to

develop a data acquisition system
for your arduino that captures data
from the gps module and stores it
into a serial port. you’ll learn how
to program the arduino to achieve

this goal. if you have a gps module,
check out the tutorial i have

included below on how to program
it to a serial port. you can then

have the arduino read from the gps
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serial port and record the data into
a text file. this file can then be read
by a text editor program to extract

the information that you need.
5ec8ef588b
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